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The damage caused to the dinosaur is obtained by performing an attack on a wildcard. Each
dinosaur has a different wildcard attack that can damage the CPU or the player's own

dinosaur. Every species can attack wildcards: a tiger can attack a horse, a buffalo can attack
a tiger, and so on. During a battle, each player has a total of three wildcards, while the CPU
has a total of six. If the player or the CPU attacks a wildcard it would attack and remove the
wildcard itself if it has no damage. If a player attacks a wildcard with damage, the wildcard

would attack the hit card, and the player gets to use the damage on the hit card. If the player
attacks a hit wildcard, the wildcard would attack the player's dinosaur. If a wildcard attacks a
wildcard, the wildcard itself gets to attack. A battle is won when the player defeats all of the
creatures of the CPU. Any hit wildcard can cause the player to lose, and a wildcard can also
cause the player to lose if it is the last card of a player's deck. If the player does not have a
hit wildcard on turn five, then the player is automatically defeated. If a player has his or her
deck run out during the battle, then the game is lost. It was declared as the official spiritual

successor to the Game Boy Advance game, Dinosaur King. It is a spiritual sequel of the
popular Dinosaurs Jurassic Survival Game also called DKS 2 by Monster Arts as it was

published in the end of 2008. Dinosaurs Jurassic Survival (DKS), originally called Dinosaur
King Game, is a video game for the Nintendo GameCube and the Game Boy Advance

released in North America on November 30, 2002. Its gameplay is very similar to that of the
Pokémon series and Pokémon Advance, with players having to collect and train dinosaurs in

order to fight against other players. The gameplay features local and online multiplayer,
along with its own storyline that can be followed chronologically. A sequel entitled, Dinosaurs
Jurassic Survival 2 was released on March 5, 2005 for the GameCube and Game Boy Advance

in the U.S.
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Players can battle at any time, and their opponent will be set when they choose to attack.
Theres the same Break System as in Dinosaur King, but oncoming attacks no longer provide
Experience Points and do not break when the break bar is full. Instead, the player undergoes
a Knock Out and the character they attacked recovers HP by his/her own max HP after the
end of the next Battle. The Cards and Technique stat provide a slight bonuses, generally as

an extra move attack, but they are not always useful to use. Cards can also be equipped as a
DinoWeapon. However, due to the diversity of DinoWeapons, it is better to use them

sparingly in battle, and it can be difficult to find specific DinoWeapons good for all battles.
Each DinoWeapon is a set of cards, plus the DinoWeapon itself. Sometimes a DinoWeapon is

a set of 4 different cards, but more often than not, it will come with only 1. Given that the
game is based on the card-battles of the arcade game, weapons like Pulverizer in Mushiking

fit the games system far better. In addition to battle, taking Dinosaur Cards to a DinoSite
restores the dinosaur's HP and expands its Level. Taking cards to a certain DinoSite will also

reveal what each of its possible descendants is. Keeping certain cards can also lead to special
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bonuses, such as " Unlock Cards " or " Equip Cards ". Dinosaur cards can also be "Equipped"
to each dinosaur, which can alter their look, abilities, and abilities. A dinosaur will run out of

strength after 8 slots are filled. The player gains EXP by beating bosses, making the
experience easier to get and more levels for each dinosaur to increase. 5ec8ef588b
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